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Disclaimer: This document is a draft, and provided as is, for informational purposes. This 
document is not to be considered the final version of the whitepaper, and all information 
contained herein is subject to change upon further review by HACK Fund and 
Hackers/Founders. If it is in the best interest of HACK token holders, we reserve the right to 
edit, adapt, and alter this document. 
 
Disclaimer: Within the territory of the United States, the HACK Tokens will only be available to 
purchase by up to a maximum of 99 verified “accredited investors” (as defined in Regulation D 
under the Securities Act) that are U.S. Persons. In the event of any redemption, HACK Tokens 
held by a maximum of 99 U.S. Persons will be redeemed. In any such redemption, U.S. 
Persons who purchased HACK Tokens in this Offering may, in the Issuer’s discretion, receive 
priority in being redeemed. The selected U.S. Persons will be notified that they have been 
selected on or about the date 15 calendar days before redemption. U.S. PERSONS NOT SO 
NOTIFIED WILL NOT RECEIVE ANY FUNDS ON REDEMPTION. Any U.S. Person offered HACK 
Tokens by a Non-U.S. Person following this Offering are warned such transfer is not permitted 
pursuant to the transfer and resale restrictions applicable to the HACK Tokens and that any 
such transfer or sale may result in the loss of the full value of their investment, including that 
such HACK Tokens may not be redeemed. U.S. Persons permitted to purchase HACK Tokens 
will be required to maintain their HACK Tokens on TokenHub until the first anniversary of the 
issuance of the HACK Tokens date and will be required to make undertakings to TokenHub 
that they will not sell to any U.S. Person unless they sell all of their HACK Tokens to a single 
U.S. Person. 
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 1. Introduction 
HACK Fund is a liquid fund on the blockchain. HACK is the Ethereum-based token issued to 
investors.  
 
Hackers/Founders (H/F) is an organization that has been investing in top startups through an 
expansive global network. H/F’s portfolio of fifty-five technology startup companies has 
produced seven exits in only five years, including acquisitions by Facebook and Cisco.   
 
Hackers/Founders (H/F) created HACK Fund to bring its successful approach to the 
blockchain, increasing accessibility and liquidity for investors.   

Why Liquidity Matters 
Traditional startup investors can only realize gains when a company is purchased or goes 
public. Liquidity events, such as acquisitions or IPOs, rarely happen in Silicon Valley, and even 
less so elsewhere. As a result, investors seldom profit, and have to wait approximately a 
decade to find out if they made a good investment decision.   
 
However, HACK Fund is liquid. Investors can buy, sell and trade tokens in a fund that derives 
value from H/F’s pool of well-performing startups.  

What is Hackers/Founders? 
Hackers/Founders manages a portfolio of post-product stage tech companies, and provides 
services in exchange for equity. Equity is combined into funds and offered to investors. H/F’s 
four funds have yielded seven exits in five years.  
 
H/F launched its first tech entrepreneur group in Silicon Valley, and over the past decade, the 
community has grown to over 300,000 people in 133 cities and 48 countries. This unique 
network is key to H/F’s ongoing access to high-quality startups for its portfolio.  

Why HACK Fund?  
HACK Fund uses blockchain technology to make startup investing available to people around 
the world and who are at all levels of investing. 
 
Those who want to get involved in supporting tech startups can do so without having a high 
income. The cost of 1 HACK token is $1 USD, and during the token sale, this minimum gains 
the holder entry into the fund. Also, investors can profit from startups that, up to now, would 
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have been neglected because they are located in areas of the globe that are harder to reach 
due to regulations, markets, and other factors. Because blockchain technology is 
decentralized, capital which might have been left on the table can now be used to increase 
value for investors.   
 
HACK Fund also offers risk diversification. Until this moment, it has been nearly impossible to 
get exposure to a diversified portfolio of startup equity without having a great deal of wealth. 
Most importantly, HACK Fund is liquid, and offers investors the ability to realize gains without 
having to wait a decade.   
 
Hackers/Founders, creator of HACK Fund, has run a proprietary startup program that yielded 
growth of 30% year over year for the past five years, and has had seven exits out of fifty-five 
companies from around the world.   
 
In addition, the H/F team will be contributing $1 million worth of stock from existing H/F Funds 

1 through 4, so that investors can buy into HACK Fund without having to wait for the fund to 

acquire strongly performing assets.  

 

2. HACK Token  
HACK is a new Ethereum-based token issued by HACK Fund, and can be bought, sold and 
traded through online exchanges as a liquid transaction.   
 
HACK is based on the ERC223  protocol. ERC223 solves issues with the ERC20 standard 1

while remaining backwards compatible with ERC20-compliant wallets. HACK is a tradeable 
digital token that can be used for participation, representation, proof of membership in H/F or 
any other suitable purpose.  
 
KrowdMentor, a strategic investment and advisory firm empowering blockchain investors, 
funds, startups and entrepreneurs, developed the token. KrowdMentor also provided smart 
contract development, smart contract management systems as well as through other advisory 
roles in support of HACK Fund. 
 

   

1 https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/223 
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 3. HACK Fund 
HACK will benefit from the same processes, community and experience that resulted in seven 
Hackers/Founders portfolio exits over the past five years.   
 
With the use of blockchain technology, HACK Fund will make it more possible for people at 
every level and in every part of the world to invest in startups. In addition, the liquidity of HACK 
tokens means investors will be able to reap the rewards of a diversified startup portfolio 
without having to wait for years. 

Fund Overview 

Targeted number of 
investments: 30 for every 
$10M raised. 

Typical initial investment by 
HACK: $100k-$250k Seed, 
$500k-$2M Series A. 

Investing in startups seeking 
to have their own token sale 
as well as those growing 
towards traditional exits. 

Types of companies we invest in: 
 

Ad Tech  Artificial Intelligence / 
Machine Learning 

Consumer 
Commerce 

Blockchain 

Digital Healthcare 
and Medical 

Hardware 

Family Tech and 
Education 

International / 
Emerging Markets 

IOT, Drones, and 
Hardware 

Mobile and Tablet 
(IOS and Android) 

Online education / 
video 

Payments and 
Financial Services 

SMB Productivity & 
Cloud Services 

 
The fund returns value in the following ways: 

H/F Fund 1 through 4 Buybacks  
Buybacks connect past H/F funds and HACK Fund. HACK Fund will purchase shares in the 
existing, well-performing H/F Funds 1 through 4 that are owned by the General Partner and 
previous investors. This buyback will comprise up to 10% raised by HACK. In this way, HACK 
Fund can begin investment soon after the token sale, rather than having to wait until new 
startups are engaged.  
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Returns 
HACK Fund will utilize 100% of returns from exits to reinvest into new or existing portfolio 
companies. Reinvestment ensures the fund continues to create value over time. H/F has a 
track record of 30% growth in its funds for each of the last 5 years .  2

 
HACK Fund will engage an independent service such as Carta to publicly report the aggregate 
valuation for portfolio startups. Public reporting will take place four times a year.  
 
For example, if you have a portfolio of 200+ companies that, on average, are growing revenues 
and profits 30% year-over-year, the value of HACK Fund should in theory grow 30% 
year-over-year.   

Investments  
For every $10M raised in the token sale, HACK Fund will invest into approximately 30 existing 
or new portfolio companies. Fund investments will be Seed and Series A.  
 
H/F’s existing services-for-equity business model may also be used to obtain additional equity 
in individual companies. Taken together, equity ownership of startups will range from a 
minimum of 1% to a maximum of 30%.  
 
Startups accepted into the portfolio go through a proprietary vetting process that utilizes the 
wisdom of the H/F network of experts, partners and peers to select the best companies.   

Portfolio Company Token Sales  
HACK Fund investors will have access to presale pricing for token sales launched by portfolio 
companies. Companies must utilize H/F services to execute their launch. This service will be 
offered by H/F to portfolio startups that have product, are growing rapidly and need more than 
$2M in capital to continue scaling.  
 

 
 
 

2  Past performance may not be indicative of future results.  
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 4. The Portfolio 
Hackers/Founders has 4 existing funds (numbered 1 through 4) which will be tokenized to a 
certain percentage through HACK Fund. Once HACK Fund starts to make investments into 
companies using the proceeds of the token sale, equity from those companies will be held in 
the same legal entity as the fund. All portfolio companies, whether receiving services for equity 
or investment through HACK, will be serviced by H/F Portfolio Services.  

Track Record 
Hackers/Founders’ portfolio of fifty-five technology startup companies has produced eight 
exits in four H/F funds, including acquisitions by Facebook and Cisco. 
 

 

 

Acquired Startups 

   

Synata 
Enterprise cloud search engine 

Acquired by Cisco  

Fiverun 
The Apple Store retail experience for any 

brick & mortar retailer 
Acquired by Vista Equity Partners 

   

Access Invest 
Tinder for Investing 
Acquired by NCIT 

CodeEval 
Technical recruiting technology 

Acquired by HireVue 
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Cameralends 
AirBnB for camera gear 
Acquired by KitSplit 

Pieceable 
Playable mobile app demos 

on the web 
Acquired by Facebook 

Vidcaster 
Video marketing automation 

Acquired 

Featured Startups 
 

     

Tripping 
#1 search engine for vacation 
home rentals. Think: Kayak 

for AirBnB 
 

ISAI Controles 
Solutions that work 

Suiteness 
Luxury suites / group booking 

     

Browserling 
Interactive cross-browser 

testing 

eTips 
Largest publisher of mobile 

travel apps 

Zerply 
Connecting creative talent 
and companies in film, TV, 

and gaming 
 

     

Doppler 
Simple and effective email 

marketing 

Rigs 
Centralized information from 

automotive aftermarket in 
one place 

 

Mi Dulce Hogar 
On-demand home cleaning 

service 
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NephoScale 
Innovator of OpenStack 

based cloud and 
infrastructure management 

software 

skuIQ 
Integrated commerce 

platform for retailers with an 
online and physical store 

Code & Modules 
Industrial grade Pixieboard 
with wireless connectivity 

including cellular LTE 4G and 
4GB of RAM 

     

Axenda 
Smart platform for 

construction management 

Social Status 
Automate your social media 

reporting 

Talo Brush 
A smart toothbrush that 

brushes your teeth perfectly 
in just 10 seconds 

 

     

Export Abroad 
Exporting. Simplified. 

Synx 
Simplifying the processing of 

large datasets for faster 
artificial intelligence 

Silo 
A platform for communities of 
entrepreneurs and innovators 

 
 
The H/F portfolio has grown 30% every year for 5 years running. The best venture capital funds 
in Silicon Valley do between 15-20%. 
 
In addition, member startups have raised approximately $100M.  
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H/F Portfolio Services 
Hackers/Founders helps tech startups land in Silicon Valley and scale globally by providing 
services for equity. Services include:  
 

● Globalization 
● Branding Consultancy 
● Token Sale Consulting 
● Connections to Traditional Funding 
● Marketing Strategy 

○ Post-it Party - proprietary workshop for startups 
● Office Space 
● Housing & Relocation 
● Lunches, Special Events + Speakers 

 
A complete list of services H/F provides to member startups is available in the appendix. 
 
 

How Hackers/Founders Selects Portfolio Companies  

H/F Deal Flow 
Hackers/Founders finds top startups through its unique, worldwide network. H/F events have 
been held in 133 cities and 48 countries. Deal flow results from continual engagement with 
hundreds of thousands of tech founders, developers, and professionals around the globe 
through our community.  
 
Startups are referred through members of our worldwide community, or self-refer through the 
web. H/F takes applications year-round from startups around the globe. 

Applications  
Companies in such diverse sectors as web, mobile, fintech, cleantech, healthcare, blockchain 
and hardware apply to be part of H/F’s program for startups.   
 
H/F looks for grit, talent and performance in each company, and is aware that bias can cloud 
the picture. That is why applications to Hackers/Founders startup program are blind.  
 
Race, sex, age and other identifiers are not collected. Choosing to exclude this information 
means every startup can be evaluated on its own merits and potential, rather than looking to 
judge it against a template of a past success.   
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Vetting  
H/F draws on the wisdom of its global community to select startup companies.  
 
Entrepreneurs and experts from H/F’s extensive network are grouped into diverse review 
boards. Reviewers score individual applications submitted by startups, and also provide 
written comments on the company’s pitch, product and more. Startups that do well move onto 
the next phase. Those that do not will still obtain meaningful feedback in the form of compiled 
scores and comments, which can help them to refine their vision and reapply.   

Investor Review  
Unlike other programs, founders can speak with investors before officially joining the H/F 
program. It is an opportunity for applicants to gain invaluable advice on markets, fundraising 
and usability. 
 
H/F sources investors from a database of over 3,000 angel investors, venture capitalists, family 
office managers, institutional investors and other financial professionals, all who donate their 
time. 
  
Interviews are conducted via in-person meeting or video conference. Afterward, investors 
share their scores with H/F. If a company scores well enough on investor and expert review 
boards, H/F opens a dialogue with the founders about whether their company would be a good 
fit for the Hackers/Founders startup program.   

Results 
A community-sourced selection process translates into higher quality startups in the H/F 
program, and these portfolio companies tend to outperform similar companies in other funds 
or accelerators. Unlike others, H/F individually tailors its program to meet the needs of each 
startup. The result is that the H/F portfolio has seven exits out of fifty-five companies in four 
funds.  
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 5. Token Sale Terms 
Notice: HACK Fund reserves the right to repurchase HACK tokens if it is in the best interest of 
the fund or token holders.   

Token Sale 
 

Bonus/Cap  
40% up to 2M USD 
30% up to 10M USD 

Transactions 

Currencies accepted: ETH, BTC 
Fiat currency also accepted. Please contact HACK Fund Team  
 
Minimum transaction amount: purchase of 1 HACK  

Minimum 
Investment 

US: $50K* 
Rest of the world: $1 
(*US Citizens have a higher minimum and must be accredited investors to 
participate. Contact us for more details) 

 

Investment Size Bonus Structure 
Bonuses based on investment size are available throughout the token sale. Please note this 
bonus rate is not combined with phase-specific bonuses, such as in presales, which are tied to 
dates or fundraising milestones.   
 
 

Investment Size  Bonus Rate 

$5 million and up   80% 

$1 million but less than $5 million  70% 

$500,000 but less than $1 million  60% 

$100,000 but less than $500,000  50% 

$50,000 but less than $100,000  40% 
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Finder’s Fee 
Available for investors outside of the U.S., or if the referrer is licensed as a broker-dealer in the 
U.S. Qualifying individuals receive a 10% fee as tokens until we reach a $10M pre-sale 
milestone. 

Token Allocation 
 
70% Token Sale  
8%   Operational & Advisors 
78% Total Token Sale  
 
18% Company Reserves 
2%   Portfolio Founders  
2%   Community Development 
22% Company + Misc. 

 
 
 
78% of all tokens will be allocated for sale, with 8% of that going towards operational 
overhead. Any additional operational costs will be borrowed out of the remaining 70% and will 
be paid back at a rate of 5% interest per year.  
 
Company reserves will count for an additional 18% out of all tokens. The company will enforce 
a 4-year vest with 1-year cliff for any tokens issued to the team. 2% will be distributed to 
founders of H/F portfolio companies and 2% will be used for community development.  
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 6. Company & Advisors 

HACK Fund Team 
   

Jonathan Nelson, Managing Director HACK Fund | CEO H/F  
Managing Director of HACK Fund, a liquid venture fund on the 
blockchain. CEO Hackers/Founders, a global tech founders 
co-operative. Jonathan helped achieve $600M portfolio market cap in 
the first 5 years. Member of SEC Advisory Committee for Capital 
Formation for Small and Emerging Business. Board member of Wilson 
Center for Public Policy, Latin America. Jonathan’s vision includes 
moving economies, reducing poverty, and improving life for tech 

founders around the world.  
 

 
Laura Nelson   Managing Partner HACK Fund | CIO H/F 
Laura is Managing Partner of HACK Fund and Chief Innovation Officer of 
Hackers/Founders. She conceptualized the startup curriculum for portfolio 
companies, as well as numerous educational and networking events. Laura 
functions as H/F’s chief systems analyst. She also serves on the board of 
the GlobalEIR.org (Entrepreneur in Residence) program. As part of R&D at 
3Com, she knows what it is like to be part of world-changing technology. 
Her extensive experience in marketing and advertising means Laura’s 
insights are highly sought after.   

 
 
Mak Gutierrez  Partner, HACK Fund | Director, H/F Mexico 
Mak is Director of H/F Mexico and Latin America, and has been responsible 
for expanding H/F’s startup program to Latin America, as well as cultivating 
the vibrant H/F community based in Guadalajara. Mak has been deeply 
involved in Campus Party, which is a week long hackathon. His energy is 
key to expanding H/F efforts to reach more of Latin America, which, despite 
having largely untapped markets, has a GDP of around 8 Trillion USD. 
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Torrance Carroll, Partner, HACK Fund | COO H/F  
Torrance catalyzes fund growth through continual engagement with 
portfolio companies, investors, and community members, As Chief 
Operations Officer for Hackers/Founders, he manages both internal 
processes and staff to allow the company to run efficiently. 
 
 
 
Connor McGill, Partner, HACK Fund 
Connor is Partner at HACK Fund. He graduated from University of 
California, Davis with a  degree in Economics, and is Hackers/Founders’ 
on-staff crypto expert. Connor is an experienced PM with a 
demonstrated history of working with technology startups from around 
the world since 2012.  
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Advisors 
 

Brad Yasar, Managing Partner at Krowd Mentor: Brad is an entrepreneur, 
investor, mentor, and advisor who has started and bootstrapped several 
companies from inception to maturity over the past 20 years. Brad is currently 
the co-founder and Managing Partner of Krowd Mentor, a strategic 
crowdfunding advisory firm focusing on ICOs, cryptocurrencies, blockchain, 
and token-powered organizations. 
 
Dan Cearnau, CTO at KrowdMentor: Dan is a blockchain developer 
implementing smart-contracts applications on Ethereum for multiple ventures 
raising capital through token sales. In addition, he is an experienced tech 
entrepreneur and cryptocurrency expert.  
 
 
Will Bunker, Partner at GrowthX Fund: Founded One-and-Only.com (now 
known as Match.com), which became the largest online dating site of the 90s 
with only $100K in capital. Sold in 1999 for $47 million. Will is an expert at  
helping businesses scale by finding creative ways to engage and build their user 
bases. 

 
Andreas Haugsnes, Founder and Principal Security Consultant at 
Aeonware Corporation: Andreas Haugsnes is a security researcher that moved 
to the United States in 2005. He has founded four security focused companies 
and authored several patents covering intrusion detection, authentication and 
security scalability. With over a decade of Information Security experience, he 
has been an implementer, consultant and manager/director for financial 

institutions and large technology firms, including VISA, Mastercard, Zynga and LiveOps. 
 
Hongyu Li, Founder, IC Cafe: Hongyu is a serial entrepreneur and co-founder 
of IC Cafe, with 20 years of integrated circuit design experience in Silicon 
Valley, Mainland China and Taiwan. He is currently working on ultralow power 
ICs for wearable devices. 
 
 
Nick Sullivan, Founder, ChangeCoin and Mentor, 500 Startups: Nick Sullivan 
drives technology development. As a founder of three companies, and 
engineering lead at three others, he understands what it takes to build top 
quality technology teams that accomplish the goals of the business. Nick has 
created millions of dollars worth of value for multiple companies. 
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Christopher Colosi, Founder & CEO of Gloebit, Christopher is the founder & 
CEO of Gloebit, a digital currency web service providing secure in-app 
micro-payments and user-to-user transactions. His vision for a single currency 
across VR began taking shape in 2017 with the adoption of the Gloebit Money 
Module for the OpenSimulator VR platform, which is already being used by over 
30 virtual worlds. Christopher’s focus on digital currency and VR commerce 

originated when he oversaw the entire $500M/yr ecosystem of Second Life. 
 
 

Alejandro Prada, Head of Corporate Affairs, IDB Invest  Alejandro is an 
expert in the field of international development with over 20 years of legal and 
business experience in international negotiations and financial transactions, 
with a primary focus in Latin America and the Caribbean. Alejandro has worked 
as transaction counsel for law firms and financial institutions in Colombia, 
Spain, Germany and the United States. He is currently Head of the Corporate 

Affairs Team in IDB Invest. 
 

Charles Belle is the founder and Executive Director of Startup Policy Lab, a 
new nonprofit think tank dedicated to connecting policymakers and the startup 
community. Examining public policy at the nexus of startups and technology, 
Charles' research is currently focused on privacy and how to support local 
government open data initiatives while simultaneously protecting citizen privacy. 

 Annemarie Tierney is the former VP of Strategy and New Markets at 
NASDAQ, and one of the world's top experts in securities law as it relates to 
secondary liquidity, capital markets and problems faced by small businesses in 
capital formation.  AnneMarie’s expertise with related legal will be invaluable to 
HACK Fund’s efforts going forward.  
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Legal Partners 
Eric Benisek, Partner at Vasquez Benisek & Lindgren LLP. Eric is an 
Intellectual Property attorney with extensive experience advising 
technology companies ranging from venture-backed startups to large 
publicly-traded technology corporations. His practice includes patent, 
copyright and trademark law, as well as 
licensing, joint ventures, distribution, 
commercial agreements and mergers 
and acquisitions, new entity formation, 

organization, corporate governance and venture capital.  
 
 

 
Grant Fondo Grant is an experienced federal prosecutor and former 
Assistant U.S. Attorney in the Northern District of California, is head of 
the Litigation Department for Goodwin’s California offices, and is a 
partner in the firm's Securities Litigation + White Collar Defense Group, 
its Privacy + Cybersecurity Practice and Chair of its Digital Currency + 
Blockchain Technology Practice. He represents technology, FinTech, 
blockchain, digital currency, life sciences, private equity and venture 
capital clients in a wide range of 

contested matters, as well as digital currency and blockchain 
companies in token sales and other matters.  
 

 
 

Tim Frawley Tim is an attorney at Maples & Calder, and has extensive 
experience in the use of offshore finance vehicles.  While most of his 
practice is focused on funds (principally alternative investment funds, but 
also structured products, such as CLOs), his practice also includes 
general corporate work as well as insurance and other alternative-risk 
transfer work, such as captives, insurance linked securities and fund 
sponsored reinsurance vehicles.  Since its 

rollout in 2013, Tim has also been a leading member of the global 
team advising clients on the impact of FATCA and CRS. 
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Featured Investors 
 
 

 
 

TokenMarket  The Crypto Company 

Last year TokenMarket did about 30 ICO's 
(more than any other company that actually 
does the token creation and is based on 
Ethereum protocol) 
 
TokenMarket helped their clients raise over 
$320 million USD, this makes TokenMarket 
twice as big as UK’s largest equity 
crowdfunding platform Crowdcube that 
helped clients to raise 95M GBP in equity 

The Crypto Company is in the business of 
managing and building digital currencies. It is 
engaged in the business of advising 
regarding, investing in, trading and 
developing proprietary source code for 
digital assets with diversified exposure to 
digital asset markets. 

 
Our investors come from:  
- A senior executive from the Inter-American Development Bank 
- TokenMarket, the top investment-banking advisor in the crypto space 
- The Crypto Company 
- Magma Partners, one the largest venture funds in Chile 
- A member of the Bitcoin Foundation Speakers Bureau 
- As well as family offices and high net worth individuals   
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 7. Summary  
 
H/F has been creating innovative and value intensive products for investors for 5 years.  
 

● H/F cultivates a large network of tech founders around the world that will drive deal flow 

for the HACK  Fund portfolio 

● All returns will be reinvested, thus increasing chances for future returns, adding value to 

HACK Fund portfolio 

● HACK Fund will also provide investors access to presale pricing for token sales 

executed by portfolio companies using H/F Token Sale services. This means more 

opportunities for profit. 

● HACK Fund offers top-level, risk-diversified exposure to technology startups, so an 
investor on any tier can get involved 

● HACK Fund provides investors with liquidity without the wait. Investors can buy, sell, 
and trade HACK tokens through online exchanges at any time 

 
Visit hack.hf.cx to learn more or email hack@hf.cx 
To participate, visit buy.hf.cx 
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 Appendix 

A. Regulatory Approach 

I. Notes on Compliance  
HACK Fund complies with all applicable regulations, and is committed to transparency 
and accountability in all its business dealings.   
 

● A limited number of accredited US citizens will be able to invest in the HACK 
Fund token sale.  

● Portfolio company valuations will be completed using Carta or similar platform, 
and audited by an independent third-party CPA.  

○ Independent audits of aggregate value will be performed at regular 
intervals by an auditing firm. 

○ Valuations will be published at regular intervals, and will not be altered or 
influenced by HACK, its employees, employees of its portfolio 
companies, advisors, investors or any other person associated with 
HACK.  

● HACK Fund will empanel a board of directors to provide oversight. 

II. Why this Approach? 
HACK’s vision is to address complex funding problems facing startups around the 
globe, in a way that will benefit investors.   
 

● HACK Fund created a non-US entity to run the token sale. An offshore entity 
protects startups and investors in the event that the government chooses to 
take an unsympathetic view of Token Sales.  

● The long term vision is to bring capital to Latin America and other 
undercapitalized areas around the globe where a lack of liquidity prevents 
investment.  Our liquid venture capital fund enables us to invest and support 
startups around the globe in ways that would not otherwise be feasible.  

● When crowdfunding one company at a time, it is extremely difficult to build a 
portfolio large enough in which to achieve the diversification necessary to 
capture profitable results. So we have chosen the blockchain to enable 
crowdfunding of an entire fund. 

● We are committed to integrity, transparency, accountability and the use of smart 
contracts. Taken together, we believe they will mitigate foreseeable risk factors 
for investors. 
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B. Glossary 
API - Application Programming Interface 
Blockchain - a digital ledger in which transactions made in bitcoin or another 
cryptocurrency are recorded chronologically and publicly 
Ethereum - (Investopedia) a decentralized software platform that enables Smart 
Contracts and Distributed Applications (ĐApps) to be built and run without any 
downtime, fraud, control or interference from a third party. Ethereum is not just a 
platform but also a programming language (Turing complete) running on a blockchain, 
helping developers to build and publish distributed applications.  
HACK - ticker symbol for the Ethereum-based token issued by HACK Fund 
HACK Fund - the name for the liquid fund on the blockchain that was created to 
enhance the liquidity and accessibility of investing in startups worldwide.  
Hackers/Founders - organization which manages a portfolio of global startups 
worldwide and tends an expansive network of entrepreneurs, investors and experts  
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D. Services Provided to Portfolio Startups 
These services are provided through H/F Portfolio Services 

Business 
● Finance 
● Human Resources 
● Legal Services 

○ Incorporation 
○ Intellectual Property 
○ Immigration 

● Management Consulting 
● Sales and Marketing 

Consulting 
Cybersecurity 

● Application & Network 
● Incident Response 
● Threat Intelligence 
● Vulnerability Assessment 

Founder Support 
● Tailored Metrics & Support 
● Globalization Services 
● Access to Mentors & Peers 
● Coworking Spaces 
● Housing & Relocation 
● Networking Opportunities 

Fundraising 
● Pitch practice and feedback 
● Access to Investors 
● Seed & Series A 
● Token Sales 

Marketing 
● Targeting Customers 
● Branding 
● Marketing Strategy 
● Marketing Automation 

 

Business & Product 
● Company Presence 
● Website 
● Creative 
● Technology 
● Software 
● Hardware 
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E. H/F Fund Performance 
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